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The bright southern Be star 28 CMa (HR2740, HD56139) is proto-typial of the spe-trosopi and photometri variability of Be stars. New modeling tehniques have beentested on it. Very onspiuous line pro�le variations (lpv) with a period of 1.37 d weredisovered by Baade (1982a). A detailed desription of the lpv of Hei 6678 was presentedby �Ste et al. (1999), and advaned non-radial pulsation models for di�erent spetral lineswere omputed by Maintz et al. (2000). Although rapid light variations have been knownalmost equally early (Baade, 1982b), the derived periods were questionable and inonsis-tent with the spetrosopi one. �Ste et al. (1999) analysed the Str�omgren and Genevaphotometry obtained during 16 years and isolated the 1.37 d periodi omponent of thelight variations, whose amplitude is variable from season to season and reahes only a fewmmag. These rapid periodi variations are ombined with muh larger variations on timesales of weeks to years. The latter are probably onneted with the photospheri ativityof the star as well as with restruturing in the irumstellar disk. A large brightening byabout 0.m4 was observed by Hipparos in 1992. New observations show that an emissionoutburst of a omparable intensity started in 2001.Visual observations sine 1997 April and the 1990-1993 Hipparos database revealthat the photometri ground state of 28CMa orresponds to a magnitude of �4.m05visually or �3.m98 in the Hipparos broad photometri band. Superimposed on thisplateau are utuations, mainly in the form of brightenings by up to 0.1 mag. The mostreent brightening, whih started in 2001 Marh and reahed about 3.m8 in June, hasa signi�antly larger amplitude. First visual observations revealing the strength of thisnew outburst were obtained by E. De Bernardini (Buenos Aires) on Ot. 13, 2001 andon�rmed by SO on Ot. 19. The star reahed Vvis = 3.m67. The rising branh of the2001 light urve resembles the one during the 1992 Hipparos outburst (see Fig. 1). Themost reent observations from the end of Otober 2001 seem to indiate that the outbursthas already reahed the desending branh.
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Figure 1. The strongest emission outbursts of 28 CMa observed during the past deade: the 1992event overed by Hipparos (lower panel, Perryman 1997) and the 2001 outburst doumented by visualobservations by SO (upper panel). The unertainty of the visual magnitudes is 0.05-0.10 mag beforeHJD 2451900 and 0.03-0.05 mag thereafter. The times of H� observations by Hanushik et al. (1996)are indiated in the upper part of the lower panel. Intervals of the spetrosopi observing runs used inFig. 2 are marked in a similar way in the upper panel.
Three high-resolution spetra obtained on Otober 23 and 24, 2001 with the FEROSehelle spetrograph and �ber link to the ESO 1.5-m telesope on La Silla on�rm astrong outburst event. The total equivalent width of the Balmer emission lines droppedsigni�antly (whih is partly due to the strong inrease in the ontinuum ux). But thestrength of the wings inreased with respet to previous years. The H� peak height,E/C, of � 3.0 is among the lowest values ever observed (see Fig. 2 and Harmane, 1998).The shoulders in the emission pro�le have disappeared and the previous typial wine-bottle shape is no longer there. The other Balmer lines, partiularly H� and HÆ, showan asymmetri struture in their ores. By ontrast, intensity of metal emission linesinreased only little and their peak separation did not hange ompared to January 2000spetra (see Rivinius et al., 2001; Fig. 1). No emission is detetable in the wings of He ilines.
The two panels of Fig. 1 indiate that emission outbursts appear on a time sale of200-350 days, in agreement with Hubert and Floquet (1998). Nevertheless, the outburstsaround JD2448800 (1992) and 2452000 (2001) di�er substantially in their dimensions.Both photometry and spetrosopy show that the reent outburst lasts several times longerand has a larger amplitude. There is intriguing evidene that another strong outbursttook plae on JD2445200-300. It is indiated by a 0.m4 brightening in the Str�omgren b-band (see, e.g., Fig. 7 of Harmane, 1998) and an aompanying state of low H� emission(Hanushik et al., 1996). Considering also the Hipparos outburst, it appears that suh
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Figure 2. Comparison of mean emission pro�les of seleted spetral lines in the 1996, 1997, 1999, 2000and 2001 (from �Ste et al., in preparation). A more areful inspetion shows a higher emission in thewings of H� and HÆ lines in 1996 and 2001, when outbursts took plae. Due to the large number ofspetra, the strong 1.37-d lpv, whih auses the asymmetry in the 2001 H i lines, is averaged out in the1996 - 2000 mean spetra. The sharp features to the left of the He i line in the 2000 and 2001 spetraare due to a detetor blemish. Dotted lines indiate the values of the systemi veloity � v sin i. Thebars to the right provide the ux sales in units of the loal ontinuum; note the di�erenes betweenindividual panels.
major events take plae one in 10 years; possibly they are even repetitive on a time saleof 3400-3600 days.Analysis of the 1996 outburst (�Ste et al., in preparation) shows that 28 CMa followsthe general sheme derived from line emission outbursts of � Cen (Rivinius et al., 1998;Baade et al., 2001) but on a time sale, whih is longer by at least one order of magnitude.This sheme onsists of four phases: relative quiesene, preursor, outburst proper andrelaxation, whih are so far de�ned only spetrosopially. Beause no spetra of 28CMaare available for the time between February, 2000 and Otober, 2001, it is diÆult todetermine the present phase of the 2001 outburst. Based on the line emission being loseto a minimum, on the missing emission in He i lines, and on the relatively high separationof emission peaks in metal lines, one may rudely guess that the outburst is in the latepreursor or early outburst phase. Provided that it started in 2001 May or earlier, itdevelops very slowly in omparison with smaller outbursts in 28CMa itself but also inother Be stars suh as �Cen.If this large outburst does indeed �t the same sheme, the spetral evolution overthe next weeks to months might be as follows: In the Balmer emission lines, the peakheight will steadily inrease while the wings will fade. At the same time, the emissionwill inrease in the wings of He i and metal lines. The separation of emission peaks ofmetal lines will derease. A double struture of the blue and red peaks may develop fora limited time until the inner part of the disk is formed. The oexistene of two pairs ofemission peaks may reet a double-ring struture of the disk as suggested reently byRivinius et al. (2001). One may also expet the appearane of transient periods (�Ste etal. 1998, 2000), whih were already observed after the weaker 1996 outburst. They may
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be ehos of the photospheri osillations in the inner disk. Finally, the visual magnitudewill asymptotially approah its base value near 4:m0.28CMa is a pole-on star (e.g., Maintz et al., 2000) and therefore provides a nie illus-tration of the rule (e.g., Harmane, 1983; Hubert & Floquet, 1998) that during outburstssuh stars brighten whereas equator-on Be stars get fainter.The present strong outburst of this bright star o�ers onsiderable opportunities: (a) Ifit an be on�rmed that suh major and the more frequent minor outbursts mainly di�erin their dimensions, this might plae important onstraints on the unknown physis ofoutbursts. (b) The slow evolution permits the outburst to be studied in muh detail. ()The most exiting aspet of the latter would be to see whether during the ourse of anoutburst the nonradial pulsation exhibits any hanges. (d) Contemporaneous photom-etry and spetrosopy an be arranged for, whih ould be important to eluidate thephotometri aspets of Be star outbursts.Aknowledgements. We thank Dr. Lua Pasquini, for the kind permission to takethe Otober, 2001 spetra within the framework of his ESO projet No. 68.D-0334. S. �Sappreiates the support of the Grant Ageny of the Aademy of Sienes of the CzehRepubli (grant no. AA3003001).
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